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Around
Campus
V Megan Queen '99 was named
president of the Student Ac-
tivities Board for the second
semester. She will replace
Tameshea Joseph "97.
V Sharon Pratt Kelly, the former
mayor of Washington D.C., will
be the featured speaker at the
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Con-
vocation. Her speach, begin-
ning at 1 1 a.m. on Tuesday,
will inaugurate the weeklong
memorial.
V Campus Council has agreed
to cede their regular meeting
time on Tuesday to accomodate
the appearance ofSharon Pratt
Kelly.
V EMPOWER's December si
lent auction raised $2000 for
B.I.S.H.O.P.'s P.L.E.A.
V Registration for SAB's Side
kicks classes will take place a
week from Monday and Tues-
day, on Jan. 27 and 28.
V SGA motioned to create an
ad hoc committee headed by
Senator Jen Buckley '99 to in-
vestigate bookstore prices and
related issues.
V Six students received awards
at the Model United Nations
Conference in Philadelphia:
Roxanne Bhappu, Eric Bakken,
Andrew Weaver, Karl Bekeny,
and Cameron Flint and Stephen
Penrod.
V This year's Clergy Academy
of Religion will center around
"Worship and Renewal." The
series runs from Jan. 2 1 through
Feb. 18.
V The College has put out its
summer offerings survey, and
the opportunities available will
be covered next week.
WooWeather: Snow
continuing throughout
weekend. Temperatures
between 0 and 32 F. A
winter storm warning is
in effect for Cleveland
due to lake effect snow.
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Recording a day in the life of Wooster pipers for the Coca-Col- a Company's advertisement
Coca-Col-a films Scot band life
TV commercial resultingfrom "Today Show"features
Scot piper life and will be released worldwide in spring
KELSEY COLVIN
- The College of Wooster pipe band
is drawing a lot of attention. Tim
Cummings '96 remembers a five-seco- nd
plug they did for "Good
Morning America" his first year as
well as a five-minu- te feature by a
news station in Cleveland. This
year Cummings, the band and The
College of
Wooster are at-
tracting greater "We
national attention. upbeat
Earlier in the year things
the band was fea
tured on the "To-
day Show," and now the Coca-Col- a
Company has based a new commer-
cial around the band and shot it here
on campus from Wednesday through
today.
According to Marie Carrera, ad-vertis- ing
manager for the Coca-Col- a
Company, it was the spot on the
'Today Show" that sparked their
interest the band. "It's different and
its difference is very cool," she said.
"We think it's very hip and unusual,
as well as upbeat and
positiveThose are the kinds of
things we like to associate with
Coke."
The commercial is based around
the concept of showing the band in
their natural life activities, doing
the things that the pipers would natu-
rally do. Carrera explained it as a
thirty-secon- d story about the life of
a piper and how Coca-Col- a is a part
of it.
Carrera explained that the pipe
band was a neat find and worthy of
exposure. She made a point of as-
serting that it was a matter of expo-
sure and not exploitation. Jeff
Hanna, director of college relations,
also clarified the nature of Coca- -
think it's very hip and unusual as well as
and positive... those are the kinds of
we like to associate with Coke."
Cola's involvement with the school:
"The College is not endorsing the
product; we're more of a back-
ground." He explained that the
company's interest in the school did
not go beyond this commercial ; fran-
chise was never a question in the
process. This is a one-tim- e relation-
ship with this company," he said.
The commercial will bring quite a
lotof attention to the school. Carrera
said that Coca-Col- a plans on releas-
ing it worldwide in the spring. This
means that the advertisement will
be sent to all of Coca-Cola-'s inter-
national offices, and each office will
decide whether the commercial will
appeal to the audience in its area. If
the commercial succeeds, such glo-
bal attention could increase name
recognition of the school.
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Hanna was very optimistic about
the effect this commercial will have.
He said that increased name recog-
nition not only has an effect on en-
rollment but helps fundraising as
well. He also speculated that it
would act as a boost to both students
and alumni.
There seems to be a general con-
sensus that even the filming experi-
ence was
overwhelmi-
ngly positive
for everyone
involved.Hanna
thought that
the crew found Wooster very hospi-
table, and Carrera remarked that ev-eryone-- was
extremely cooperative.
Coca-Col- a hopes the commercial
will have a broad appeal because of
how unusual the concept is. Since it
primarily deals with the lives of
college students, Carrera suspects it
will be of specific interest to other
students. Since the commercial re-
volves around a slice of the life of a
Wooster pipe band member, much
of it will be focused on Cummings,
the head piper. "At first it was
overwhelming," he said of the at-
tention. "It's fun, but it's kind of
stressful. The crew is as nice as they
can be to us."
"It was a once in a lifetime oppor-
tunity," piper Halle Morrison '99
said. "I felt like a celebrity."
Searchfor
new VPAA
escalates
SUSAN WITTSTOCK
The field of applicants for the
College's next Vice President of
Academic Affairs narrowed to nine
candidates over winter break.
"We're in the process right now of
determining which three to bring to
campus and I hope that this will
certainly occur, or at least start,
within the next two weeks." said
Larry Stewart, chair of the VPAA
faculty search committee.
While on campus, the finalists
will spend two full days meeting
with faculty, students, and members
of the administration and staff who
report to the VPAA. Stewart said
every effort is being made to ensure
that the candidates' schedules while
on campus allow them to meet as
many people as possible without
being overloaded.
Stewart said the logistics of stu-
dent involvement have not yet been
determined, but that the committee
was planning on an open sign-u- p for
any interested students, as well as a
sign-u- p process for elected leaders.
"Certainly, one criteria we've al-
ways talked about is the person's
interest and ability to relate to resi-
dential life and to students. This
needs to be someone who has an
interest in students," said Stewart.
Participating students would be
asked to fill out an evaluation form
. .r i i: i 1 1 ' 1ior eacn applicant, anu wuuiu iuc-all- y
choose to attend interviews for
all the finalists. .
The names of the finalists have
not yet been released; most hold
significant positions on their own
campuses, and revealing an interest
in moving elsewhere can "make it
simply difficult on their home cam-
puses," said Stewart. Once the final
three have been contacted, which
should happen within the next sev-
eral days, their names will be made,
public. Stewart also said there is a
possibility that more than three can-
didates will be selected for final
interviews.
Although he could not comment
on any one speci fically, Stewart said
that, "in general, it really is a strong
pool of candidates." The final nine
consisted of both men and women,
and are from diverse geographical
backgrounds. Some have served as
VPAAs, but others come from dif-
ferent positions in academia. The
please see VPAA SEARCH
CONTINUES, page 2
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News Briefs
NATIONAL
The probe into the ethical behavior of House Speaker Newt Gingrich took
a new and unforeseen turn this week. The Speaker is being investigated for
ethics violations stemming from his alleged illegal use of moneys generated
by a charitable organization for political purposes. A tape was found on
which Gingrich was heard orchestrating a political attack on the Ethics
Committee itself; he had previously agreed that no such attack would take
place.
The call was picked up by a Florida couple on their police scanner. The
couple began taping the conversation in order for their grandson to be able
to hear the voice of a famous political leaden when they realized the tape's
contents, they took it to their state senator, who referred them to McDermott.
After the release of this phone conversation with Gingrich, Representa-
tive Jim McDermott (D) of Washington announced that he would withdraw
from any further role in the House Ethics Committee inquiry into the
Speaker's alleged ethical violations. Meanwhile, the FBI began investigat-
ing w hether federal law was broken with the disclosure of the tape.
In the past. Ethics Committee members have remained largely silent. In
recent weeks, however, the Gingrich case has featured press conferences by
committee members, fights on the House floor and name-callin- g. Accord-
ing to Time Magazine, Gingrich told friends that he did nothing wrong
except for making a few technical mistakes.
INTERNATIONAL :
After months of negotiation, Israeli and Palestinian leaders agreed on
Wednesday to extend Palestinian rule in Hebron and the West Bank. The
agreement was delayed by the Jan. J shooting of six Arabs in front of
Hebron's outdoor vegetable market by Noam Friedman, an Israeli soldier.
Friedman has a history of mental disorders and had threatened to kill
Arabs before. In spite of these facts and a formal warning by the
government education department, Friedman was accepted bythe military
and armed with an M-1- 6 rifle. He opened fire on a crowded marketplace,
firing on vendors and shoppers from as close as J 5 feet. Because of an alert
army lieutenant, Ari Buskila, Friedman was only able to get off 20 rounds,
injuring six people but killing none.
Hebron contains the Tomb of the Patriarchs, a holy site for Israelis and
Muslims alike. The site is traditionally held to be the resting place of the
prophet Abraham. Some 400 Israeli settlers live amid the 100,000 Arabs,
and many fear that Palestinian self-rul-e will lead to their slaughter.
An agreement was signed in September of 1 995 by Yassir Arafat and the
Israeli government under the leadership of Itzak Rabin. Current Prime
Minister Benjamin Netenyahu insisted on obtaining better security guar-
antees for Hebron's settlers. The recent agreement marks the first progress
in Israel since Netenyahu's right-win-g coalition government took power
in May and pledged to end the land-for-pea- ce program initiated by the
Rabin's government. Netenyahu must first win the approval of his cabinet,
halfofwhom have sajd they are against or undecided about the agreement.
News Briefs compiled by Allen Ward with information
from the New York Times..
CAMPUS MAIL ANNOUNCEMENT!
; - ; ;- - - . :
raOTJIE POST OFFICE .
Last semester, we gave students the j
option to eliminate commercial j
j stuffings from their mailboxes. We
also said we would allow another sign f
up period this semester for those who j
missed the first time around. ..... . ; ?
iThe second sign up period will be next i
Iweek.' " : ; : -- wV:V ' j
Contact Mike Gorrell
I(x2567) for details: at the Post Office1 y::.: 'I
VPAA search continues
continued from page 1
humanities, sciences and social sci-
ences were all represented in that
group, Stewart said. There were no
applicants from the College.
The committee's criteria for the
next VPAA is extensive and includes
consideration of a candidate's abil-
ity to interact with and hire person-
nel, handle diversity and affirma-
tive action issues, and his or her
familiarity with information tech-
nology. They also want someone
who has experience as both a scholar
and a teacher. Particularly impor-
tant is his or her interest in and
knowledge of liberal arts education.
"One of the questions has always
been," Stewart said, "is this some-
one who understands what Wooster
is about and what the traditional
liberal arts college is about?"
Stewart said that after the candi-
dates have all had their campus in-
terviews, the faculty committee will
make its recommendation to Hales
within a few days of the final visit.
The entire faculty will also give an
advisory vote to Hales, but he will
make the final decision. Stewart
said, "It is ultimately the president's
call." Stewart said that Hales was
under no obligation to utilize a fac-
ulty committee for the search and
could have chosen to exercise his
right to hire the new vice president
himself. The new VPAA will prob-
ably assume the position sometime
this summer.
The committee consists of Karen
Beckwith, associate professor of
New trustees added
NEWSSERVICES
Jayne Hart Chambers of Be thesda.
Md., and Lester P. Hauschild of
New Castle, Pa., have been elected
by The College of Wooster Alumni
Association to three-ye- ar terms on
Wooster's Board of Trustees.
A 1 976 Wooster graduate. Cham-
bers will serve on the development
and student relations committees of
the board. Hauschild, a 1 957
Wooster graduate, will serve on the
building and grounds, development,
and religious dimensions commit-
tees of the board.
Chambers is the vice president of
government and professional affairs
at the College of American Patholo-
gists in Washington, D.C. She has
served the College as a member of
the Alumni Board, a phone-a-tho- n
volunteer, a host of alumni events in .
the Washington area and a host for
students accepted to Wooster.
- She has participated in two of the
College's capital campaigns, most
recently as a regional chair during
Wooster's Campargn for the I990's.
Hauschild received the Jaycee's
Distinguished Service Award in '
political science; Nancy Grace, as-
sociate professorof English; Donald
Jacobs, professor of physics; Will-
iam Morgan, assistant professor of
biology; Stewart, professor of En-
glish; and Yvonne Williams, pro-
fessor of black studies and political
science. Three of its members were
elected by the faculty, and three
were nominated by President Stan
Hales.
Since the Oct. IS deadline, the
committee has processed 150 appli-
cations and nominations. The posi-
tion was advertised last summer in
several national publications, includ-
ing "The Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation," and a private consulting firm
assisted with the search process.
Consultant John Chandler, of the
Washington, D.C. based Academic
Search Consultation Service, has
"offered ad vice and really just helped
in the process," said Stewart. Chan-
dler, who has been president of two
liberal arts colleges and whose
daughter graduated from Wooster,
visited campus several times to meet
with students, faculty and staff.
Hayden Schilling, who is currently
the acting VPAA, took over when
Hales became the acting President
last fall. Schilling, who for the in-
terim is relieved of his' duties as
director of admissions, has done an
excellent job, according to Stewart.
"It is very seldom that a campus can
have someone step into that position
and do it at the level that he's doing
it," he said.
1967. the Boy Scouts Silver Bea-
ver Award in 1 978 and the Jaycee's
Community Service Award in
1987. Hauschild was named a
Melvin Jones Fellow by the Lions
in 1992.
In addition, Hauschild is a vice
president of the Board ofTrustees of
the First Presbyterian Church in New
Castle.
He served the College as regional
chair for the Campaign for Wooster
from 1981 to 1 984. From 1994 to
1 996, he was the regional chair for
Wooster's Campaign for the 1990's.
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Computer
viruses
cropping up
JAMIE MAPES
During the cold winter months,
students usually find themselves
susceptible to colds and other vi-
ruses. These infections often lead to
missed classes and a trip to Hygeia.
This winter, there are some new
viruses about which students should
be concerned. If one catches these
new viruses, results can include lost
papers and a trip to the computer
center.
According to Academic Comput-
ing Services Director of User Ser-
vices Kim Strollo, students need to
be on the lookout for two main vi-
ruses that have been cropping up on
campus computer systems. The vi-
ruses, MDEF B and NVIRB, can
cause problems in an infected sys-
tem or a loss of data.
While no one can ever be certain
how a virus gets into a system, Strollo
thinks that one of the larger possi-
bilities is through downloading in-
formation off of the Internet.
"If someone downloads some-
thing that has a virus present, the
--vmisaiong" wiu he ntormatjon.
will be transferred into the system,
she said.
Strollo compared computer vi-
ruses to human ones. "The more
contact you have with someone with
the flu, the more likely you are to get
the flu. The more contact you have
with other computers by sharing- -
disks and exchanging files, the more
susceptible you are to a computer
virus."
Like the flu, there are warning
signs that a computer virus has
been contracted. If the system of-
ten freezes, flies disappear or are
corrupted, or the computer fre-
quently crashes, a virus might be
present.
Strollo recommends running an
anti-vir- us program, which can scan
the computer for known viruses.
The anti-vir- us program recom-
mended by ACS is Disinfectant,
available on the ACS software server
at no charge. Disinfectant not only
scans for viruses, it can also repair
most damage and rid the system of
the problem.
If the anti-vir- us program does
not work, the next step for a stu-
dent to take would be to call Walt
Owens (x2245) in computer re-
pair. Students can make an ap-
pointment to bring in the infected
system to be looked at and, hope-
fully, restored.
ACS will send out a campus wide
newsletter on viruses and how to
deal with them.
Students can reach ACS at x23 1 2
or view the information on the
Internet at httpwww.woosteracs
connections.
I IllMWMJF CmBlW
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New Lowry
times offer
flexibility
EILEEN IMADA
Students on the food plan have
always paid for their three meals a
day, but now they have more oppor-
tunities to eat them. Over break, the
Food Services staff returned a week
early for cleaning and to finalize
plans to extend Lowry 's dining
hours.
Traditionally, the dining halls have
been kept open for set breakfast,
lunch and dinner hours, but have
been closed in between those times
for set-u- p and clean-u- p. Food Ser-
vices Director Howard Raber, who
has been at Wooster for 23 years,
explained that the dining halls oper-
ated that way because most students
ate at a set time. Increasingly, stu-
dents no longer eat at a specific
time; instead they opt to eat when-
ever they can find time around their
jobs, classes, lab schedules and ex-
tracurricular activities.
Although Kittredge's hours will
not be extended, Lowry is now open
all day on the weekdays, from 7 a.m.
to6:45 p.m. Monday through Thurs-
day and until 6:30 p.m. on Fridays.
StudeirtS"SH4,'orilj receive 'three
meals a day, and they must eat break-
fast before 10:30 a.m. and lunch
before 4 p.m.; otherwise, it counts
as the next meal.
Accordingto Scott Coonfare, Unit
Manager, extended hours allow more
flexibility in students' schedules.
For example, people with a 9:00
a.m. class can eat before or after
their class whereas in the old system
they could eat only if they got up
with enough time to eat beforehand.
"We're seeing a lot of new people in
the morning," Coonfare said.
Meg Anderson 97, who rarely
went to breakfast during previous
semesters but now goes more often
because of the extended hours, said
"I feel like I'm getting more out of
the meal plan." For those students
who continue to eat at the regular
"7
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One advantage of new Lowry hours is the short-ord-er cooking available at transitionary meal times.
mealtimes, the new hours may not
affect them at all.
'.'I've already gotten used to eat-
ing during the normal mealtimes,"
GeoffBonYallet'99said. "I haven't
really noticed any change."
As in the past, one line operates
self-serv- e at the beginning of the
meal hour with the other line open-
ing up during the peak dining hours.
After the peak hours, while the din-
ing hall staff cleans and prepares for
the next meal, one line operates short
order for breakfast and lunch with
workers preparing individual meals.
According to Coonfare, manage-
ment chose Line One to operate short
order because it could be converted
to a cooking area most easily; before
the semester began, a grill, refrig-
erator and saute pans were installed.
In addition to the strong response
to the extended breakfast hours,
Coonfare noted the popularity of the
2 p.m. late lunch hour. In the past,
students who missed the normal
lunch hour because of class or job
conflicts received a late lunch credit
to use at Mom's, but because of
Lowry's extended hours, late lunch
at Mom's is no longer an option.
Students who cannot make it to din-
ner because ofjobconflicts may still
receive credit for late dinner.
Overwhelmingly, Raber received
positive responses from the students
during the first few days of opera-
tion. Because students are not yet
accustomed to the new hours, Raber
did address problems with students
coming in twice for lunch because
they arrived after 10:30 a.m., too
late to be counted for breakfast.
Both students and Food Services
staff need to adjust to the new sched-
ule since some seating areas are
roped off during the slower hours
for cleaning. Although the manage- - --
ment is still coordinating workers
and rearranging schedules to fit the
new times of operation, the new
system should not be any more ex-- t
pensi vethan the old one, Rabersaid.
According to Coonfare, a com
mittee of Food Service workers and
managers began examining the pos-
sibility of opening Lowry all day
two to three months ago. A group of
workers and managers, including
Coonfare, also visited Ashland Uni-
versity to look at their cafeteria
which is open all-da- y.
During the planning process, the
concern about maintaining a di-
verse menu was addressed. In the
future, Raber said, graphs will be
plotted of how many students eat
during specific times during the
day to help ensure that Lowry will
be adequately staffed at the appro-
priate times.
A checker for eight years, Chris
Plant believes that "if they have
students, managers and workers
working together, then it should
work out."
Students may put any comments
about a current or desired changes in
the suggestion boxes. They may also
speak with Raber or one of the other
managers personally.
Sate
Gallagher's
work opens
new CD
NEWSSERVICES
Persistence is a trait College of
Wooster composer Jack Gallagher
finds helpful in writing works for
prominent orchestras and ensembles.
For Gallagher, the payoff for such
persistence has come with the re-
lease of a new compact disc featur-
ing his orchestral work "The Persis-
tence of Memory." Subtitled "In
Memoriam: Brian Israel" and re-
corded by the Ruse Philharmonic
Orchestra of Bulgaria conducted by
Tsnako Delibozov, the work is the
opening selection on New Music for
Orchestra, which has just been re-
leased on the Vienna Modern Mas-
ters label.
"The Persistence of Memory" was
composed in memory of Brian Is-
rael, a composer who taught at Syra-
cuse University until his death from
leukemia at age 35. Taking its title
from Dali, the work suggests the
enduring emotions left by the un-
timely death of a friend and col-
league. The orchestral version was
given its premiere at Cleveland State
University in 1 995 by the Cleveland
Chamber Symphony with Edwin
London conducting. In June of 1 996,
Gallagher traveled to Ruse, Bulgaria,
to attend the work's European pre-
miere and subsequent recording.
While there, he spoke about his work
at the Liiben Karevelov Library and
was interviewed on Ruse's Radio
Pristis.
Persistence of Memory is the fifth
work by Gallagher that has been
released on compact disc during the
past three years". Others include Sym-
phony in One Movement: Threnody
and Berceuse, also on Vienna Mod-
ern Masters; Prpteus Rising from
the Sea, commissioned and released
by the Air Force Band of Flight at
Wright-Patterso- n Air Force Base in .
Dayton; and Toccata for Brass Quin-
tet on the Musical Heritage Society
label.
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Wooster Insight
No Way, SGA
Being a member ofa representative governing body is a great responsibility.
These selected people are supposed to epitomize leadership, responsibility and
responsiveness whilemaking cogent, thoughtful decisions. This has not been
the case this year, as the issue of funding has muddled real attempts at
governing. The student body does not care who is right or wrong, just that action
is taken in a positive direction.
Working on a student-ru- n newspaper likewise entails great responsibility.
That responsibility includes reporting news that affects our readership. Report-
ing that our Student Government Association wrangled over previous ques-
tionable legislation with no solution, or that our Campus Council chided them
for not consulting them before passing such legislation is not in the best interest
of progress on the part of the student body, the paper or the governing bodies.
It is only a shame to show our visitors that we are so indecisive.
Therefore. The Wooster Voice will no longer report that SGA or Campus
Council bickered without making progress. Do something and do it now, before
you go down as the "Do Nothing" government. Even if you do nothing but
approach a Coke representative and petition the school to lower the price of
drinks or fix snack machines, do something. We would ratheryou act on behalf
of student interests in many small ways than on behalf of the interests of a few
in one bumbling manner. Until then, we will report on real news on campus,
not your infighting. Put away the egos and we will put pen to paper, but not
before then.
Just Say No! to Bad Faculty
It is a sad fact of Wooster life that students often get stuck in rotten
classes. On the first day you know you will hate the class, but maybe it is
trA frvr vrairmtinr tlwfY ic nnmhr frSMrv thai flic, into vruir rsprlll1t
.n I ltv-- 9 im2 v. til itx-S- J yji uiAui I vst ui mi pivlv9M Witt flAVW
openings. You have no choice, so you stay. Such is life in a small school. --
and the only possible answer to an uninspiring academic life is to suck up
and deal.
It doesn't have to be this wav though! This is our college, and these
courses are here for our education. These professors are being paid through
.
our hfeblood. As consumers, we need to demand more.
We need to write letters. We need to talk to the proper authorities. We
need to beg the college not to tenure avw ful professors if it costs us our lives.
We have an obligation to future classes to do our part and take some
responsibility. It takes a village, and tor The College of Wooster to work.
ac need to fight. The administration needs to know who can't teach, and
there is no one better to tell mem than us. Do something. 'Today.
These view s represent the majority views of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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Commercial shouldn't condone rudeness
IfWoosterstudents think that they
are the primary concern of the Col-
lege, they can sometimes be entirely
mistaken. It seems that filming a
television commer-
cial is of greater im- -
m
portance to the ad-
ministration at
Wooster than the
well-bein- g of its stu-
dents.
I was awakened
from a sound sleep
at 7:45 Thursday
morning by security
and ordered to re-
move my car from Armington park-
ing lot or have it towed. I asked the
caller why and was told that I had
- been previously notified that my car
had to be moved and that public
flyers had been distributed to that
effect. I have an answering ma
chine, received no notice of this,
and so informed the caller. Her
reply was that I had to move my car
and that it was not her problem.
" had once thought that if there were a
conflictbetween the needs ofWooster students
and some commercial enterprise, Wooster
students would be the first priority.
Surely, I have the right to be given
timely notice before being threat-
ened with the removal of my car.
The woman who spoke to me was
rude, uncaring, and dismissive of
my complaint. I had once thought
that Wooster was an educational
Mb -
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Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Thanks to you, all sorts of everyday products are being made from materials
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working for trie future, you need to look
for these products and buy them. For a free brochure, call 1-800-CA- LL-EDF.
Tha Ohio Dapt. of
Natural KasourcM
Gocqc Vomovich, Govmor
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institution and not one dedicated to
filming television commercials. I
had once thought that if there were a
conflict between the needs of
t w Wooster students
and some commer
99
cial enterprise.
Wooster students
would be the first
priority. I was ob-
viously mistaken. I
have paid $20 for a
parking permit, and
not to mention.
$23,000 for tuition
at Wooster. Some-
how, I bel ieve that Wooster students
should not be treated as children to
be moved around at the whim of the
administration. In addition, Wooster
students should not be the subject of
rude and threatening comments by
an administrative functionary.
Of course, it may be that simply
being ordered to move one's car
may be viewed as a small thing.
But, it is no small thing if it reflects
the attitude of the Wooster adminis-
tration towards the student body
Annie Cruz '97
Send letters to the
editor
to :
Box 3 187
or
drop them electroni-
cally into '
VOICE 2
.
in Lowry.
Be sure to include
author's name. ,
It's that time of year again. The
first week of a new semester is fre-quen- tly
a
whirlwind.Colleen Dunn Everyone
rushes to
settle back into campus life, catch
up with friends, and adjust to new
courses. While
those unsure of
their schedules
shop around for
classes, others
begin to shop
around for books:
My relation-
ship with Wilson
"My relationship with Wilson Bookstore has been
lovehate at it's best. Who can argue about its
incredibly convenient location? Forsmall articles,
it's great to stop by at Lowry and not have to
sacrifice that oh-so-hard-to- -get parking space."
Bookstore has
been lovehate at its best. Who can
argue about its incredibly conve-
nient location? For small articles,
. it's great to stop by atLowry and not
have to sacrifice that oh-so-hard-to- -get
parking space. However, for
everything else, good old Flo bleeds
us dry.
My issues with Wilson are far
deeper than they may seem. It's
more than the fact they are over .
priced. It's not even that this week
the lines were frequently an hour
long. The real issue is that they
know they have our business- - and
can t come up
with one single
topic I feel is worthy of com-
plaint. I even became so desper-
ate that at 6:28pm I went up-
stairs to the Lowry lobby and
began to poll people on their way
to and from dinner on what they
felt angry about here at the Col-
lege of Wooster. (We won't dis-
cuss my own cynicism that shines
through here, given the fact that it had
not crossed my mind to ask people
what was right for them here at the
College.) The good news is, no
one was mad about anything but
the weather, which, unfortu-
nately, none of us can control. .
therefore do very little in the way of
customer service to keep us satisfied.
Like many students, I did a great
deal of my Christmas shopping in
Wilson Bookstore. At the cash
register, I asked the question we all
ask when making purchases in De-
cember: "Can I have a box for this?"
Much to my dismay, I was pointed
to the aisle where, for about a dollar,
I could purchase one. The combina-
tion of utter horror and finals stress
took control, and all I could utter
was: "You're kidding, right?"
Little did I know, Flo never kids.
But every store gives boxes at Christ-
mas, I stammered. The cashier
replied by asking me why I should
get for free something the book-
store must pay for. As visions of
their extraordinarily high markup
danced in my head, I thought it was
pointless to argue. There were spe
No, the student body is hap-
pily enjoying waffle after waffle
not once but up to three times a day,
and eating them at the most uncon-
ventional of times due to the newly
implemented "Continuous Feeding"
program, one of the first adjustments
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Another semester, another gyp
One student urges others to boycott the bookstore
cific gifts I had to buy, and one
simply does not find merchandise
with the College's logo on it at
Wal-Mar- t.
It was at that moment I decided
that when I could help it, I would
no longer patronize the bookstore.
I shouldn't have to pay as much as
they charge for
"The Wooster Voice has, in the tradition of
Pontius Pilate, finally washed its hands ofSGA
signalling the end ofan era, and a new voicefree
ofblathering article after article criticizing every
aspect of the organization short of how many
times a day its members use the restroom."
made her at the college that truly
seems to have the student's well-bein- g
in m ind. Flo O. has begun her
semiannual rape, pillage and plunder
of the student's bank accounts, a prac-
tice formally known as "Bookselling"
Happily, though, students have be-
gun to fight back, advertising to
buy and sell their books over the
internet, on bulletin boards, and
by word of mouth - creating their
own intellectual underground, if
you will. Yet another senior class
is preparing for graduation, and
feeling warm and accomplished
over their "good news" stamped
anything I can
find cheaper
elsewhere. Thus
the quest for rea-
sonably priced
books begins.
As I begin my
Broadcast cam
paign for text-
books, I would like to urge others
to do the same. The Bookstore may
take advantage of us, but the fact
remains that we allow them to do so.
We may complain about lines and
prices, but that does not prevent us
from returning the following se-
mester for a repeat performance.
There are always certain texts we
will have no choice but to pur-
chase at Wilson, but whenever
possible, I am saying no to Flo.
Colleen Dunn is the Managing
Editor for the Voice.
Viewpoints: a moment of calm
The editor reflects on a seemingly good state ofaffairs;
it would appear that all is quiet on the Woosterfront
Well, the good news is, the Col-
lege, the students, the faculty, the
organiza- -
Julie Oliverio
seem to be doing things right for
the moment. Sitting here in front
of my computer
screen, I've been
racking my brain
trying to come
up with a subject
for another ar-
ticle for the
Viewpoints Sec-
tion this week.
The verdict: I
transcripts they received when
confirming the semester's regis-
tration. Greek pledges anxious
for the semester to move forward
happily attended the usual anti-hazi- ng
meeting this week. The
Wooster Voice has, in the tradi-
tion of Pontius Pilate, finally
washed its hands
ofSGA signalling
the end of an era,
and a new voice
free of blathering
article after ar-
ticle criticizing
every aspect of
the organization
short of how many
times a day its
members use the restroom. Even
the administration and trustees are
basking in the glow of the antici-
pated Coke commercial publicity
for the college.
Yes, life on the College of
Woostercampus is good this week.
Or perhaps, we just haven't been
here long enough to allow for any-
thing covert or maddening on t
anyone's behalf. Next week's is-
sue will surely tell the tale.
Julie Oliverio is the editor of
the Viewpoints section of the
Voice
Nix on negativity
Student tires ofsenseless doubletalk
"It is just my opinion, but what
you believe is wrong." Has any-
one who is so open minded conde- -
Nadine Brumbaugh
scendingly spoken to you in such a
manner? Do you notice that often
those spouting beliefs about
s i o n ,"
are
more
than
"Hysteria takes on a universal
meaning, more subtle than the
lunatic image immediately
broughtforth in the mind's eye. "
o P -
pres- -
sive, as your views are deemed
backwards. Personally it is inter-
esting how excited they become
and how wonderful they are in not
listening to what you have to say.
More interesting when they say
they are agreeing with you, it is
more akin to arguing, not discuss-
ing, talking, or even communicat-
ing. Hysteria takes on a universal
meaning, more subtle than the luna-
tic image immediately brought forth
in the mind's eye. What it boils
down to is people do not, cannot be
evolved to one mind set, to a ho-
mogenous .entity. What the righ-
teous of the Left and Right fail to see
is that an ideal
m-m- mmm
world will not
be created by
the conversion
of everyone to
their views. It
would be the
creation ot a
new conform-
ing, oppressive order, fashioned
from the cauldron of their narrow
mindedness, bile and bilge.
Nadine Brumbaugh is a guest
columnist forthe Voice
Materialism at Woo
A year ago, I found myself in the
situation of packing my belong-
ings up for a semester in Scotland.
The catch was, I could only bring
what
Susan Wittstock i
couki
carry. When you're petite and
non-athleti- c, that translates to one
large backpack, a carry-o- n bag,
and a small suitcase on wheels.
This, for a girl who can easily fill
up half of a minivan with all her
"essential" belongings for school.
I learned an amazing thing that
semester. I don't need all my
books, sweaters, jeans, shoes, hair
products, and papers. I survived. I
was happy, actually. I'd even dare
to say happier. My room in my flat
was the neatest I've ever kept a
room. I could locate anything I
owned within a matter of seconds.
None of that annoying shoveling
through piles of items I only notice
when I shovel through them look-
ing for something else I almost
never use. In short, I was free
because I was not dragged down
by my reliance on stuff.
I'd like to say that I came back
this year, still free, still carrying
with me only what I really need to
use. The problem with that sce-
nario is that it didn't happen. I
came back here with more stuff,
more essential items I just had to
have with-me-. I promised myself
last semester as I unloaded my
parents minivan full of my stuff,
that I would bring less back with
me next semester. But when this
semester rolled along, I inevitably
found myself facing an even larger
- mountain of my belongings. I tried
to cut back, but when I faced the
painful decision of leaving behind
five of my favorite sweaters, three
pairs of my favorite shoes, those
new books of poetry I got for Christ-
mas, and a couple albums full of
Scotland memories, I found my re-
solve wavering.
Why can't I do without? Why do
I insist on maintaining a lifestyle I
know I don't have to lead to be
happy? I've taken classes on the
plight of people in developing na-
tions and on the environmental cri-
ses facing the Earth caused in part
by the materialism of the developed
world. I evert clip newspaper ar-
ticles about this tragedy, including
one from the "Washington Post"
informing me that the average citi-
zen in the United States and Canada
consumes five times as much as one
from Mexico, ten times as much as a
consumer from China and 30 times as
much as someone in India. If every-
one on the planet lived the U.S. and
Canadian lifestyle, we would need the
natural materials and energy of three
Earths. I can digest this information
intellectually, I even feel it emo-
tionally, but something gets lost in
the translation from my mind and
heart to my actions.
So what do I do?- - How do I kick
mysel f i nto action, and slop con tri but-in- g
to the problem rather than work-
ing to sol ve it? I wish I had the answer.
In four months, I'll be leaving this
place, diploma in hand, and full of all
those ideals a liberal arts college can
instill on its impressionable students.
I'll be starting a new phase in my life,
and will be given the perfect opportu-
nity to wipe the slate clean and turn
over a new leaf. My mind and heart
lead me, but will my hands follow?
Susan Wittstock is the Assistant
Editor in Chief of the Voice.
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Homeward Bound
Returning Scots discuss coming home
and tell the truth about life overseas
SARAH FENSKE
It-
- is always hard to start anew
each semester. Afierworkingin the
"real" world, living with your par- -'
ents. and hanging out with your high
school buds, the world ofWoo seems
just a little... odd. You have to stand
f in line for meals, swipe cards for
buildings, and you can get an alco-
hol ticket if you don't "chug it or
lose ifduring random security raids.
College life is surreal, but somehow
you readjust just by going on auto-mat- ic
pilot. You've done this before,
you can do it again, and after a few
days it is all old hat once more.
This scenario becomes much more
difficult if you are returning not just
from a break but from a semester
abroad, "ft'snotnecessarilyaculture
shock." Damian Dollard '98. now back
from London, explains. "But it is real
readj ustment that you mustgo through.
I feel somewhat lost. I guess. Like
I felt awkward walking through the
dining hall, like I didn't know where
I was going. I felt like a freshman
again." he says, laughing.
Jacqueline Tolonese '97 says she
. felt the same way after spending a
semester in London. "When I came
back. I felt like a wasn't here yet. It
took me two to three weeks to real-
ize I was back," she explains.
"The hardest part has been com-
ing back and feeling that some
people don't know me or recognize
me," Heather Foster 98 notes. Fos-
ter spent a semester in Krasnodar,.
Russia, and she says that she hasn't
even been back in the United States
long enough to make sense of her
experiences. "I've learned that you
can learn more about yourself and
your own country from going
abroad." she says, choosing her
words carefully. "You can't know
all about your country until you
know what people think about it
abroad. The opinions they have of it
are important." Besides a better
understanding of the U.S., Foster
has come to a better understanding
of herself. "I think I've matured a
lot. I'm more wordly, less material-
istic." She pauses, then says, "I'm
more aware of what we have."
Tolonese agrees. "I've always
liked it here in Wooster. but being
in London made me realize there
were things I really liked." she says.
After a semester in Aberdeen,
Scotland. Jason Fi ndley '97 also has
a new appreciation for the gifts of --
the United States. Their diet is
starch and grease," he says. "For
breakfast they give you a bowl of
cereal or porridge, one small glass
of powdery orange juice, and un-
limited burnt toast. That's all. No
lunch." Unlike the fine cuisine of
Lowry, Aberdeen did not feature
all-yo- u -c-an-cat. "For the last two
weeks of the semester," Findley
notes, "you could finagle seconds.
But you had to flirt with the cafete-
ria ladies to do it." Findley also
missed such maligned Wooster es-
tablishments as the library and the
social scene. "The library was small
and inadequate by Wooster stan-
dards ... It was dull over there. The
culture seemed to be a bar scene."
Academically, Scotland gave
Findley new respect for Wooster.
"After being there I got the idea that
ifyou come out of Wooster with any
degree, you can succeed at any-
thing. And I'm more impressed with
the Wooster students. They're better
academically and more involved-alwa- ys
doing something." Findley
cited the habits of the Scottish track
team, who seemed to practice once a
week at best, a definite change from
Wooster's dedicated student athletes.
Needless to say, Findley enjoyed
his Scottish experience, but didn't
find it all that difficult to return.
Not true for Megan Doney 97,
who also went to Aberdeen. "I'm
glad I went there second semester. I
don't know how I could have dealt
with coming back to Wooster right
after winter break," she says seri-
ously. "The summer was a bad
enough culture shock." Doney loved
Scotland. "I got used to being in a
place where something new hap-
pened everyday, and things seemed
new and wonderful. The little
things-findi- ng my way to the post
office, getting in the right line at the
store-seem- ed like such big accom-
plishments. Coming back to the
same house I've lived in all my life
and the little things I do every day
seemed like such a setback.
Doney also expresses wonder at
her old high school classmates. "I
came home and they were getting
married. I thought, they're making
this commitment to settle down and
they'll never know what else is out
there. Here I spent this entire se-
mester in another country and that
wasn't even enough.
Besides dealing with the shock of
coming back, returning students
have to worry about trying to share
their experiences, and they are fre-
quently surprised by people who
don't seem to care or try to under-
stand what they have seen. "Some
friends have been genuinely inter-
ested and very supportive, Foster
says. There are some that don't
really care, although maybe it's just
not their thing and I realize thai."
Doney found her family was more
of a problem. They didn't ask me
anything. There was so much to
say ! I could have gone on for hours,
but they just said, we're glad you're
back and that was it. They didn't
know what to say, and I didn't know
how to express it - - l
!
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Food Service revolution
DAVE COOPER
AMY CHIDIAC-COOPE- R
As some of you may have no-
ticed, Lowry is now open twenty-fo- ur
hours a day for your dining
convenience. And who doesn't love
convenience? Lots of people love
it. That's why they invented the
electric can opener. So, we wanted
to find out if this development, not
unlike the electric can opener, will
take some of the "rough edges" off
of life here at Wooster. This con-
cept, indeed, this "theory," indeed,
this "hypotheses," ifyou will, drove
us to circumnavigate the dining hall in
search of the raw data with which we
would construct a detailed analysis
(henceforth to be published in innu-
merable scholarlyjournals worldwide,
perhaps even be featured in a Coca-Co- la
commercial.) In layman's terms,
we asked everybody what they thought
about the hew meal times.
Our initial findings proved un-
mistakably positive. JoshBozeday
'99 happily responded, "I think that
it's the best thing that's happened
since Cats." (Cats, incidentally, have
been added to our menu under the
name "Beer City Chillers.") Danny
Boy Herr 97, proceeded to rip his
shirt off and flex when we asked
him about the new hours. He bel-
lowed, "Well, y'know, my little
Hulkamaniacs, the Hulks ter can't
wait to wrap his 24-in- ch pythons
around even more Lowry food! He
then led us in a spirited chant of
"Uj!-.U.Sj- Vr Aaron Veith '99
was equally pleased: "Longer hours
means I can drink more chocolate
milk. Amanda Refshauge '99 was
tickled pink: "Waffles every meal !"
Joyce of Lowry Food Services be-
lieves such changes were in order.
I think it's a fair way to treat the
students."
R. Brace Clayton '99, shared
Joyce's sentiment, though at much
greater length, "I personally feel
that it is high time that the high--
0
ranking executives in dining ser-
vices made a sincere effort to ac-
commodate the multitude of activi-
ties and academic obligations faced
by our students instead of wasting
valuable resources preventing students
from illegally removing food items
from the dining hall." Ben Larson '97
simply termed it , "Fantabulous!"
Although most students were in
favor of our recent changes, some
had reservations. Joe Zimmerman
97 snarled, "Just because you have
more time to eat doesn't make the
food taste any better." Anant
Padmanabhan '99 shared Joe's dis-
approval. "You see, there is a deep-root-ed
conspiracy. Now, they keep
the food out for longer periods of
time. And in this way, they can get
rid of the leftovers of December in a
much quicker fashion." Finicky
Janice Kazimir '99, was likewise
dissatisfied after the changes. They
still don't make our waffles. When
we mentioned the fact that many
students enjoy making their' own
waffles, Janice stood up, overturned
her table in a fit of rage, and
screamed, "Some people don't!"
Joey Zimmerman '97 expressed
concern for preserving his status as
a "waif supermodel, "I'm worried
about my weight now that I can eat
for longer periods of time." He then
added an oddly profound observa-
tion, "Lunch starts when breakfast
ends.
Clearly, this change in hours has
both its supporters and detractors,
its plusses and minuses, its yin and
yang, its Regis and Kathie Lee, but
it's here to stay. That's for damn
sure. And maybe, like the electric
can opener, Lowry's new hours will
provide a convenience revolution
right here before our eyes. Perhaps
even the rough-and-tumb- le world
of Wooster will one day be a haven
of luxury and ease. One Brendan
McCabe '99 summed it up like the
true visionary he is when he said, "It
makes-lif- e worth eating."
blowin'
snow
Mark Niemczyk,
Grounds Supervi-
sor, clears snow in
front of the Presi-
dent's house. Na-
tional Weather
Service reports
forecast snow
through Monday,
with a highs be-
low 30 and lows
hovering around
the 0 degree
photo by Eric Bakkcn
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Kardulias dishes out the dirt Super Soup & Bread
MICHAEL DIPAOLO
There are no searches for the Ark
of the Covenant or the Holy Grail
nor is there a fedora located any-
where within his office. He doesn't
swing into Mayan ruins with
bullwhip and revolver in hand, run-
ning from the bad guys. No, we
don't have a new Indiana Jones tak-
ing up residence in Kauke, but we
do have an extremely competent
professor in Nick Kardulias, this
year's addition to the archaeology
and anthropology departments.
Born in Pennsylvania' and raised
in Youngstown, Kardulias attended
Youngstown State University for
his undergraduate work, double
majoring in anthropology and his-
tory and receiving a Master's de-
gree in history there as well. He
earned his Master's degree in An-
thropology from SUNY-Binghamto- n,
and then he attended
Ohio State to receive his Ph.D.
Previously teaching at Young-
stown State and most recently at
Kenyon, Kardulias makes a return
to Wooster, as he taught here during
the 1993-9- 4 school year. The op-
portunity to become a tenured pro-
fessor enticed him to fill the gap left
bv the departure of Nigel. Brush.
KarduliaiSaldf'thifne incited
about the future of both the archae-
ology and anthropology departments
here at Wooster and the surging
interest in the fields in general.
In a world that promotes the al-
mighty dollar, why should students
bother taking classes that won' t rack
up the big bucks down the road?
Kardulias believes that the recent
popularity of the subjects stems from
the acceptance of other ideas and
the concept of really understanding
and tolerating foreign cultures. He
thinks that the attention given the
subjects is good, as is educating
people about their own past As
Kardulias points out, this education is
interwoven with other cultures, al-
lowing us better to appreciate foreign
cultures as well as with our own.
A busy archaelogistanthropologist
Kardulias felt the need to warn
prospective archaeologists and an-
thropologists of the repercussions
of repatriation laws requiring the
return of artifacts to tribes which
can prove ancestry. While he
stresses that the laws are long over-
due, archaeologists, anthropologists
and Native American groups must
realize what will be gained and lost
from these laws. The concerned
groups must realize that something
will eventually happen to their re-
mains and burials even if scientists
aren't allowed to dig; as Kardulias
explains,there is always the threat
ofconstruction or farming tearing a
site to shreds, a far worse fate than
allowing archaeologists to study the
site in full."
Yet Kardulias also says that many
people who major in archaeology
and anthropology do not necessar-
ily pursue a career in the two disci-
plines but rather end up using the
broad liberal education they receive
to become successful in law, busi-
ness or medicine. If you are inter-
ested in pursuing a career as an
archaeologist or anthropologist,
Kardulias feels that it is important to
be interested and proficient in the
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answers the phone
exploding field ofcomputers, as well
as to have a knowledge of current
events and a love ofreading, writing
and drafting, a major part of a career
in the fields.
Kardulias explains that cutting-edg- e
issues in the disciplines such
as "the use of modern technology to
fully examine artifacts and cultures,
attempting to reconstruct thought
and belief processes, reexamining
the role of gender in ancient societ-
ies, and the use of survey to look at
the lives of common people" are the
norm for research now. This is
apropos, as Wooster' s newest fac-
ulty member is also an avid re-
searcher. Kardulias uses these new
ways of looking at problems while
exploring the rock shelters of Knox
County, Ohio. He has been in
charge of Ohio State University's
field school in- - Isthmia in Greece,
which was the subject of his disser-
tation. Professor Kardulias also in-
corporates these ideas in his ongo-
ing excavations on the island of
Cyprus in the eastern Mediterra-
nean, a project which is available to
students, offering a field school this
upcoming summer.
Archaeology majors have heard
countless tales from 'their friends
ranging from the exciting predic-
tion that they will be the next Indi-
ana Jones and find the Holy Grail to
the dreary outlook that they'll spend
the rest of their lives digging up
rocks . People ask, "What, haven't
you dug up everything there is down
there?" Professor Kardulias re-
sponds to this by saying,, "Well, at
some point in the far future that may
happen, but what people don't real-
ize is that long after we're done
digging, we go back to the lab."
Smiling, he adds. That's where
the work begins." It may not be
Indiana Jones, but hey, where else
do you get the chance to rewrite
history?
Persons interested in thefield school
in Cyprus this coming summer should
pick up an application in Kauke 220.
MATTHEW ANDERSON
Yet another wind-whipp- ed win-
ter has made its presence known on
our campus. It rattles the trees to
their very roots, it howls around our
buildings, mournfully keening, and
as a final insult, pricks at our finger-
tips and noses, making us shiver.
There is only one relief available
from this relentless and piercing
chill; a hearty bowl of steaming
SOUP...okay, and maybe some
bread too. However, according to
the chairpersons of the Soup and
Bread Committee, Renee Grogg '97
and Julia Jones '97, there are many
more reasons to sign up for a semester
of Soup and Bread than simply to
thaw out in a cozy dining hall.
Imagine meeting a group of your
closest three hundred and fifty
friends for an evening of intimate
dining and entertainment in our very
own, world-renown- ed (sort-of- )
Kittredge Dining Hall on every
Tuesday night for a variety of delec-
table and piping hot soups, secure in
the knowledge that you will be mak-
ing a difference by aiding humani-
tarian organizations both in Wooster
and worldwide. (Now imagine read-
ing one of the longest run-o- n sen-
tences of your life.) Not much could
rival that, you think to yourself...not
much, that is, except doing it TWICE
a week, which, if all goes well for this
semester's Soup and Bread Commit-
tee, is exactly what every student will,
be able to do with the recently over-
hauled Soup and Bread program.
One of this semester's aims for
the Soup and Bread Committee is to
incorporate not one, but two, oppor-
tunities for students to participate in
the Soup-- and Bread program. If
enough students do si gn up for Soup
and Bread, there will be an addi-
tional Soup and Bread meal on
Thursdays at lunch from 11:15 a.m.-- 1
p.m., as well as the standard Tues-
day night dinner from 4:45-6:3- 0 p.m.
This plan, however, is contingent
upon the cooperation and participa-
tion of the student body. For either
meal there must be at least three
hundred and fifty students signed
up in order for Soup and Bread to be
served. Students may also sign up
for more than one Soup and Bread
meal, and the committee hopes that
the greater opportunity for involve-
ment and flexibility of schedules
will encourage a wider response.
In the past, student response to
the soup and bread program has
been far from consistent Last year's
second semester, for example, when
a sign-u- p count of three hundred
and fifty students was still the re-
quirement for the program to. be
enacted, Soup and Bread just barely
squeaked over the numeric hurdle
when only three hundred and fifty-on- e
signed up. From this over-
whelmingly apathetic student re-
sponse came the impetus to give the
program a radical overhaul, empha-
sizing more positives, greater re-ceptive- ness
to student suggestions,
arid an all-arou- nd atmosphere of fun."
This year. Soup and Bread took a
different approach to serving the
472 students who did sign up. It was
evident from the onset that this was
a new and improved Soup and Bread.
No longer were students simply pro-
vided a hot meal, but an entertaining
and active environment as well. With
their clam chowder, students also
got a healthy dose of music to ac-
company their meal, ranging from
bluegrass and folk to contemporary
covers to an always welcome visit
by the Wooster Pipe Band. Ener-
getic rounds of bingo went well with
the chicken noodle soup.and jug-
glers weren't uncommon sights ei-
ther. Eighties Night, a retro trip into
the not-so-dist- ant past, was so popu-
lar among Soup and Bread' attend-
ees that it found its way onto the
schedule twice, and a guest speaker
from the international humanitarian
organization Oxfam even gave table-to-tab- le
talks to students. .
Grogg notices some basic consis-
tency as to the type of student that
participates in Soup and Bread. They
.
are people who care about the world,
people "who realize that every little
thing you do makes a difference."
She notes that many participants are
students from religious organiza-
tions, people in social justice groups,
activists such as the ECOS, or sim-
ply those who have made repeated
commitments to participate and
bring friends with them. Soup and
Bread has something to offer for ev-
eryone, with flexible hours and not
only vegetarian soups, but vegan (no
- milk or cheese) soups as well.
Grogg and Jones both feel that
their participation is an important
and effective way to participate in
the fight against hunger. Jones re-
minds us that twenty five million
people in the United States alone
face hunger at any given time and
that the problem of world hunger is
truly a problem of the unequal dis--
tribution of global resources, not a
lack of food. Her pride in her ability
to help is evident as she says that
one of the most satisfying things
about her participation in Soup and
Bread is being able to write a $ 1 600
check to a deserving organization.
As a student, it is often tough to
answer the economic demands of
organizations that one would wish
to help individually. "For me," says
Jones, "my participation in Soup and
Bread is a way to support worthy
organizations that I couldn ' t support
otherwise if 349 other people besides
me weren't helping. That allows us
Soup and Bread to write a check to
four awesome organizations."
Sign-up- s for this semester's Soup
and Bread lunches and dinners will
begin this Friday in Lowry and will
last into next week.
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Madonna and Jonathan Pryce as Mr. and Mrs. Peron in Alan Parker's film version of the musical by
Andrew Lloyd Webber. The film opens tonight nationwide after months of public anticipation.
Evita arrives with much hype
Madonna stars in the musical version ofEva Peron 's life
COLLEEN DUNN
It took twenty years, two direc-
tors, and $65 million to bring "Evita"
to the silver screen. Quite possibly
the biggest hyped film of 1996. Alan
Parker's adaptation of the Andrew
Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice block-
buster is slowly opening at theatres
nationwide starring Madonna in the
title role.
Told in flashback, the film ver-
sion of "Evita" begins with the
announcement of the death of Ar-
gentine First Lady Eva Peron. The
two hours and fifteen minutes that
follow seem like a music video.
Characterized by some critics as a
musical, others as a rock opera, the
film contains almost no dialogue.
Parker tells the story using song,
montage, and sweeping cinematog-
raphy.
Madonna turns in a surprising
performance. Vocally, she carries
the role off well. Only those ex-
tremely familiar with the Broadway
production will notice the adapta-
tions made to Webber's score to
make the music better fit her singing
range. She even manages to look
quite a bit like Eva Peron. despite
the fact she is noticably pregnant in
some of the film's early scenes. Her
performance is somewhat flat. She
lacks the charisma that made Eva
the popular figure she was. a quality
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the film.
But the new Eva Peron tries too
hard. Her character is softened
considerably in the film. Gone is
the cold cynicism and biting re-
marks that made her so fascinat-
ing. Previous incarnations did
better demonstrating Eva's famous
duality-- the cold woman who slept
her way to the top and later em-
bezzled funds from her own char-
ity foundation is downplayed in
favor of the saint who was a cham-
pion of women, children, and the
downtrodden.
As Che, the every man who serves
as a narrator. Antonio Banderas turns
in a solid performance. He even
seems comfortable with the score,
although in certain places it seems
as if he is struggling with some of
the lower notes. His understated
comic performance plays well. His
wonderful delivery of ironic lines
such as, "Okay, she Eva couldn't
act, but she had the right friends"
is one of the film's highlights. His
quiet performance works well op-
posite against Madonna's Eva,
who is frequently over the top.
The actor who really grasps his
character is Jonathan Pryce. Hav-
ing won a Tony award for his per-
formance in Miss Saigon, Pryce is a
veteran of musical theatre and his
experience shows. His vocal per-
formance is by far the best of the
film, and he masters the cold politi-
cian that was Juan Peron.
The score, although somewhat
repetitive, is beautiful to listen to .
and the sets and costumes are stun
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ning. But as far as genuine emotion
is concerned, one has to look else-
where. The addition of the song
"You Must Love Me" does nothing
to gamer sympathy for the dying
Eva. Instead, it confuses her char-
acter. This was a woman who ear-
lier in the film asserted that there
had never been a male or female
lover who didn't "rely on tricks they
can try on their partner" and "hop-
ing their lover will help them or
keep them, support them, promote
them." After earlier scenes such as
this make it clear that the marriage
of Juan and Eva was not based on
love, it is unreasonable that he would
be heartbroken by her death.
Evita's failings as a motion pic-
ture lie not with the actors and the
director, but in the genre itself. Re-
cent pop-oper- as such as The Phan-
tom ofthe Opera and Les Mise rabies
have proven their success at Broad-
way box offices. However, film as a
medium differs greatly from the-
atre. There is a certain suspension of
disbelief that, although a vital part of
theatre, does not occur while viewing
films. The coupling of vocal music
with political satire leaves one con-
fused as to whether one should be
thinking seriously about the issues
presented or laughing hysterically at
their bizarre presentation.
When all is said and done, "Evita"
is a stunning, hypnotic, and thor-
oughly enjoyable ride, provided the
passengers do not mind ending up
exactly where they started off.
"Species" records EP
Campus band with genuine sound
ALLE PARKER
"Species" is kind of hard to figure
out. Granted, I have a kind of inside
track since they happen to be some
of my best friends in the world, but
still they give off this kind of aura of
inaccessibility. They've been play-
ing together for over a year and are
probably the most musically estab-
lished band on campus, yet they
don't to get any recognition beyond
their own inner circle of devoted
fans, comrades, and hombres.
Cream of Sauce shows have been
known to draw better than a Species
gig, and the former had such a lack
of musical vision that they required
the proverbial set of tuneful bifo-
cals.
The reasons for Species seeming
anomynity are many and varying,
but suffice it to say that this campus
collectively has an exceedingly lame
taste in music. I mean any college
where Madonna is more popular
than PJ Harvey or where Vanilla Ice
is a regular request at the Under-
ground needs to undergo a serious
pop culture check. Trying to get
people into new music here is like
trying to fit one of the wicked step-
sisters with Cinderella's glass slip-
per; it just doesn't work.
Nonetheless, good things happen
to those who deserve them and also
to those who wait. Hence, the next
phase in Species career. The guys,
specifically Michael Marston '97
on guitars, Kevin Hunt '97 on vo-
cals and auxiliary percussion, Derek
Young 97 on bass, and J. R. Cham-
bers '98 on percussion and vocals,
spent part of winter break recording
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a five song EP. The self-title- d re-
lease chronicles the band's diver-
sity of style as well as their commit-
ment to writing, performing, and
recording quality songs that center
around a fusion of funk, blues, and
folk. Essentially, however, their
style is primarily undefinable.
"Cool Jeep", which starts off the
EP, is a funky little number which is
powered by dense guitar and a driv-
ing bass line. Rhythmically in-
tense, the tune is definitely
danceable while straying from the
cheese and cliches which pepper so
much of what passes as "good time"
music these days.
"Alone," which features Cham-
bers on lead vocals, is another
standout. A sensitive acoustic num-
ber, its sparse instrumentation al-
lows Chambers to showcase his
vocal prowess. Touching on themes
of life's frailty and impcrmanence,
it is the tear-jerk- er on the EP.
Another sad song is "Why?",
which clocks in at a lengthy six and
a half minutes. Blues based and
somewhat folksy, this number is
made memorable by virtue of its
nice mix of electric and acoustic
guitar. Also questioning the mean-
ing of life in light of its often too
quick passing, "Why?": is a sensi-
tive song which stands on the merits
of Species excellent song writing.
"Species" is definitely an EP
worth owning, even if its just to say
that you went to school with these
guys. Besides that, it honestly con-
tains some of the most genuine mu-
sic that I have heard in a while.
If you would like a copy contact
JR Chambers at campus box 1310.
i
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short for extrasensory perception,
and even scientists seem to know
very little about these paranormal
phenomenons.
Both have several varying expla-
nations and definitions. Perhaps the
most commonly accepted defintion
for hynopsis is that it is no more than
a form of suggestion,
hypersuggestibility as it is called.
Others in the field of psychiatrics
call it a withdrawal of one's sym-
bolic activities. While it can be used
for entertainment purposes, post-hynopt- ic
suggestion has also been
experimented with for medical pur-
poses.
E.S.P. is shrouded in equally the
same misunderstanding. Known as
.
a direct response to an object, event
or thought that is not sensed or in-
ferred. Two types of E.S.P. exist,
telepathy which is the response to
another' s thoughts and clairvoyance
which is the response to an event.
Romm uses a form of telepathy in
his show to reveal the thoughts of
audience members. He is blind-
folded and is able to read out loud
names and numbers known only to
the members of the audience w ith
astounding accuracy. Romm can
read and even answer the personal
thoughts and questions of the vol-
unteers:
For the hypnotism portion of the
show Romm explains to the audi-
ence the phenomenal powers of sug-
gestion, enlightening people as to
what the human mind is capable of
under the altered state of hypnosis.
Incredible, side-splitti- ng things be-
gin to happen when Romm momen-
tarily transforms audience members
into hilarious variety of unlikely
characters. Friends or acquaintan-
ces act as though partcipating in a
body building competition, others
speak martian or become a prima
ballerina or even begin to talk like
an army drill sergeant. These are
only some of the eye-poppi- ng
things that happen in the course of
one of Ronny Romm's shows.
Does Romm's ability comes
from a series of tricks or is there
some supernatural power being
tapped into here? Is hynopsis just
a form of sleep? Does extrasen-
sory perception actually exist?
These are all questions that arise
and all of them can only ultimately
be answered by the observer.
With his unusual style and com-
plete command of the stage, Romm
brings his audience into a world of
mystery and fun. The show is free
and open to the public. The Ronny
Romm show begins the spring se-
mester with humor, surprise and
excitement. It is an event that you
won't want to miss.
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NAT MISSILDINE
I'm going to go ahead and do it.
I'm going to name what my re-
search has found to be the best film
released in 1996. As always, there
was a lot of sludge to wade through.
But last year, while not the best for
movies, was not the worst either.
There was some heavy competition
in film's like Scott Hicks "Shine"
and Danny Boyle's 'Trainspotting."
Still though the winner by
unaminous and unwavering, deci-
sion is Anthony Minghella's epic
"The English Patient."
Based on the book by Michael
Ondaatje, the film begins with a full
screen of textured brownish tan, set-
ting the color tone of the scenes that
are about to melt into focus before
us. A brush pokes into frame paint-
ing a body onto this surface, still
resembling both human skin and the
rock of the desert. The shot fades
into the view of the rippling hills of
the Sahara Desert from the airplane
belonging to the two main charac-
ters:
With this mesmerizing opening
of the film.. I had a sense something
legendary might be afoot. I had a
creeping feeling of excitement that I
was sitting before a movie whose
creator had his mind set straight.
My hunch proved correct again and
again as Minghella continued with
one surprise after another.
The airplane in the opening se-
quence is shot down and the pilot
(Ralph Fiennes) recovered alive,
although horribly burned. He is
confined to a bed and taken in under
the care of a French Canadian nurse
named Hanna (Juliette Binoche, who
gives the best performance of the
film). "Why do you insist on keep-
ing me alive?" this nameless, scarred
war victim asks her as she makes a
bed for him in a bombed out church
in Italy. She never gives him an
answer, although it is clear that, like
this English patient, she too is har-
boring scars from the war. The two
recover, body and conscience, "to-
gether as the war comes to a close.
Meanwhile, we get flashbacks to
the recent years of the patient. We
discover that his name is Almasy.
In North Africa with a group of
people to map the desert, he falls in
love with his friends' wife, Katherine
(Kristin Scott Thomas). The two
are separated when the war breaks
out.
These scenes are told in small
segments, intercut with the present.
Each flashback begins with an im-
age or a sound that Almasy links to
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Hypnotist and Mind Reader A film dream that
ready to dazzle audience really comes true
Ronny Romm uses humor and the power ofsuggestion Anthony Minghella's "English
that challenges the disbelief ofhis audience members Patient" is a rare modern-da- y epic
NAT MISSILDINE
Just when you think you've got
everything figured out after a long,
relaxing winter break, along comes
someonelike Ronny Romm to skew
your sense of perception.
Romm is a hypnotist and mind
reader and will be appearing in
McGaw Chapel on Saturday the
18th beginning at 9pm. In his
show, Romm demonstrates his
powers of E.S.P. and hypnosis with
an added twist of comedy for an
unforgettable and exciting show.
Romm uses total audience partici-
pation for the show, hynoptizing
and reading the minds of volun-
teers in the seats.
Romm has performed all over
the country at colleges, conventions,
cruises, clubs and resorts, each time
stunning even the most skeptical of
observers. People find themselves
believing in the unbelievable as they
are laughing at one moment and the
next baffled by the tricks Romm has
pulled right before then-eye-s.' - '
"He hypnotizes people which is
hysterical and then the mind read-
ing is amazing. It's like two shows
in one." says Greg Overend. SAB
advisor. The Ronny Romm Show is
an SAB sponsored event.
There is a great deal of mystery
surrounding hypnotism and E.S.P..
The Wooster
Archaeology
Department
Presents
Robert Cook
of the Dayton Museum ofNatural
History
Wednesday, January 22
7:30 p.m. in Scovel 105
His lecture, entitled "SunWatch Archaeological
Park: Using Reconstruction to Explore Archaeo-
logical Data at the Incinerator Site in Dayton,
Ohio," will illustrate the archaeologists use in
piecing together the nature of prehistoric life .
a remembrance of the past.
Hanna meanwhile begins a love
interest with Kip (Naveen Andrews),
a Sikh who is helping to diffuse
mines, one of which has already
killed Hanna's friend. "Everyone I
become close with dies," she says
to Almasy and she becomes in-
creasingly worried about Kip's
safety.
The story continues to shift and
deepen in focus. We see the vast-nes- s,
the war and the desert, and the
intimacy, the two sets of lovers flour-
ishing within these overwhelming
settings. Minghella shows the mag-
nitude of something as immense as
a world war and the power of some-
thing as comparably small as four
different people's emotions.
In final scenes of the first great
war romance "Casablanca," Rick
says "The problems of two people
don't amount to a hill of beans in
this world," dowplaying the emo-
tional intensity that has already been
bronght to this famous, bittersweet
ending. "The English Patient" ech-
oes less explicitly the same idea,
contrasting the war with love, the
desert with human frailty.
The camera w ork is the most vivid
and radiant I've seen in years. The
browns are rich, the greens are deep
and the blues are bluer than any in
recent cinema. These shots are well-crafte- d
into sprawling, poignant
scenes. There are two sequences in
"The English Patient" that are noth-
ing short of brilliant and seem to
encapsulate the whole film in only a
handful seconds.
Kip drives Hanna into the village.
He takes her into a church and hoists
her up to the ceiling. Her oil lamp
lights for a moment the classic fres-
coes on the wall and we see a fleet-
ing vision of beauty among the ruins
of the war. Another has Hanna and
Kip pulling Almasy out of bed dur-
ing a storm and carrying him through
the pouring rain.
Both scenes hold so much emo-
tional charge because we know the
pain and the devastation that has
accompanied them. Rain on burned
man's face and frescoes amidst stray
bombs, speak to an uncommon hope
that has risen from despair, making
them indelible images that can stand
by themselves.
All of that said and I haven't even
begun to describe a mov ie like this.
"The English Patient" reinforces the
power of film. It's the kind ol movie
that reminds us why we keep going.
An escapist film replete with intel-
lect and passion. "The English Pa-
tient" is the movie of the year.
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Scots get back on winning track
continued from page 12
rebounds. Morris, still recovering
from the flu. added 1 2 points and 10
rebounds.
The Scots then returned for a few
days off before the Mose Hole
Kiwanis Classic Tournament played
in the Tim ken Gymnasium. In the
first game, the Beaversof Blackburn
College gave it their best, but
Wooster cruised to a 70-- 5 1 victory.
Gorman got Wooster going with 10
of Wooster's first 1 2 points and they
never looked back. Wooster broke
the game wide open with a huge run
in the latter pan of the second half.
The Wooster giants. Gorman and
Morris, used their size and strength
and had their way underneath the
basket. Again. Wooster used their
explosive offense and tenacious de-
fense in their schooling of
Blackburn.
With the win over Blackburn,
Wooster advanced to the
ment championship in which they
played Rio Grande. In an exciting
game. Wooster recovered from
blowing a 12-poi- nt half-tim- e lead
and narrowly escaped with the 72-6- 7
win. Wooster dominated the first
half, but then looked flat as Rio
Grande surged early in the second
half. Wooster battled back with
some key contributions by John
Wilson '99 and Brad Vance '00 off
the bench. In this game, Morris led
the Scots with 17 points while
Gorman contributed 12 points and
an impressive 16 rebounds. With
the win, Wooster won the tourna-
ment, much to the delight of the
home-tow- n crowd.
After winning the Mose Hole tour-
ney, Wooster focused on dominat-
ing their conference opponents. The
Lords of Kenyon bowed to the power
of the Fighting Scots as Wooster
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cruised to a 74-5- 3 win. In another
team effort, 9 different Wooster
players scored. Gorman once again
led Wooster scorers with 15 points.
This win improved Wooster's
NCAC record to 3).
Wooster improved their NCAC
record with another road win, this
one coming at Denison. This game
was more fiercely contested than
Wooster's previous game, but none-
theless, the Scots prevailed 69-6- 5 in
their first real test of 1 997. For most
of the first half, the teams exchanged
baskets until Wooster built an 8- -.
point lead with some impressive play
from Chris Gardner '99. Wooster
brought this lead into the locker
room at the half and extended it to
13 early in the second half. Denison,
however, gave the game an exciting
finale with a surge with 2:00 left in
the game. However, the Scots hung
tough and eeked out the 69-6- 5 win
to maintain their place atop the con-
ference standings.
The Scots had another test await-
ing them when the Spartans of Case
Western Reserve University came
beckoning last Saturday. Case re-
cently humiliated Wittenberg, win-
ning by 21 points on the tigers'
home floor. However, this same
team did not show itself against
Wooster. Matt Sprang "98, playing
for the injured Hochstetler, came up
huge in this game scoring 17 points
including some key baskets that kept
the Scots rolling along. Watkins and
Fernandez each scored 20 points
and many of these points were a
result of free-thro- w shooting since
both teams had to deal with a hor-
rendous set of officials. The resil-
ient Fighting Scots fended off occa-
sional CWRU surges and an aggres-
sive defensive press to win the game.
This win increased their season
record to 12-- 1 and improved their
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conference record to 5-- 0.
On Wednesday, they braved the
cold and snow on their way to Al-IeghenyCol- Iege.
Unfortunately, the
Scots experienced an offensive
freeze late in the game which al-
lowed Allegheny to rally and win
54-5- 3.
Wooster dominated most of the
game and amassed a 15 point lead
midway through the second half.
However, the inability to score
points in the last 8:06 allowed Al-
legheny back into the game. Al-
legheny went on a 1 3--2 run late m
the half and this spelled doom for
the offensively frost-bitte- n Scots.
This loss dropped them to 12-- 2 and
it was Wooster's first conference
loss. Nevertheless. Wooster are still
leading the conference standings.
Wooster will have to regroup and
play their best game of the season
against arch-riv- al Wittenberg tomor-
row night in Timken Gymnasium.
The Scots have used a barrage of
weapons on both offense and de-
fense to compile their impressive
record and these weapons must be
used effectively if they are to win
against a perennially strong
Wittenberg team. Wittenberg en-
ters the game 1 0-- 3 and is currently
tied with Wooster atop the confer-
ence standings. Wooster will have
to stop Lou Stall and David Walker, '
Wittenberg's top producers. On
Wednesday, the Scots are home once
again as they face off against
Kenyon, another conference rival. ,
Hopefully, Woostercan regain their
explosive offense power and
tenancious defense to get back on
the winning track. I'll see you at the
game, which should be the most
exciting thing to hit Wooster this
season (besides Coke commercials)!
stats courtesy ofNews Services
Indoor track kicks off
LUKE LINDBERG
The College of Wooster's men's
and women's indoor track teams
open their season this Friday with a
match at Ohio Wesleyan. This
year's squad will have a different
look but will be searching for the
same success that they sought last
season. The women, in fact, have a
solid shot at capturing the NCAC
crown.
On the men's squad Tony Kauke
'98 will continue to be the a strong
performer in the 800, 1000, and
1500- - meter dashes. Last season
Kauke set school records in the 1 000
and 1500 meters. Other runners in-
clude Jamie Falquet '98, hurdlers
Damien Dollard '98 and Anthony
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Wheeler 98, and distance runner Josh
Baird '98. The 4 x 400 team will also
be tough, featuring Dollard. Falquet,
Wheeler, and Steve Dombos '97.
The women's squad will include
Ellen Freeman '97. Michelle Poole
'97, Julie Heck "97, and cross coun-
try standout Beth Huffman '99. Me-
lissa Eging '97 will provide speed
in the sprinting events. Other
young runners will look to step up
as well on this well rounded, impres-
sive squad.
As always, the regular season
schedule will conclude by the middle
of February. The NCAC Champi-
onships will be held at Denison on
Feb. 28 and Mar. 1 and the NCAA
Championships will take place on
Mar. 7 - 8.
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Swimmers vie
for glory
continued from page 1 2
stroke. Karen Buchmueller '97 and Carolyn
Firchak '00 have both qualified in the 200
backstroke. Other qualifiers include Leah
Becki '00 in the 200 butterfly and the 200
and 400 individual medleys. Lindsay
Murphy 00 has qualified in the 200 indi-
vidual medley.
The men's team features many swimmers
who are very close to qualifying and could
register qualifying times this weekend. An-- ,
drew Wunderley '97 and Ben Chalot '98 are
both on the verge of qualifying for the sprint
and freestyle events. Dan Parker '98 is close
to qualifying in the distance freestyle and
butterfly events.
Good Luck to the Scot and Lady Scot
Swimmers and Divers as they jump into ac-
tion tonight!
,
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Spectacular basketball performances
Scots
Matt Snrane '98- - NCAC Player of the Week for this week by registering 34
points in games against Denison and Case Western Reserve.
Head Coach Steve Moore- - With the Jan. 1 1 win over Case Western Reserve
University, Moore recorded his 200th win at Wooster's helm.
Lady Scots
Katie Montague '99 - Averaging 16.2 points per game, Montague leads the
Lady Scots in scoring and is second on the team in rebounds with 5.4 rebounds.
Sue Roberts '99 - In the game versus Case Western Reserve University,
Roberts scored a career-hig- h 27 points.
'
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Sue Roberts '99, one of the Lady Scots leading scorers, exploded for a
career high 27 points in the Jan. 11 game against Case Western
Reserve University. As one of the Lady Scots' leading producers,
Roberts averages 103 points per game and adds 3.3 rebounds per
game. Come see Roberts and the rest of the Lady Scots play Wittenberg
tomorrow at 3 p.m. in Timken Gymnasium.
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Lady Scot basketball back in the swing of things
Lady Scots rebound
LUKE LINDBERG
After opening the season with a 4--3
record, the Lady Scot basketball
team was hoping to withstand the
cold weather over winter break and
add some more wins to their victory
column. Judging by the play of the
solid Wooster starting five, this ap-
peared to be well within reach. Go-
ing into the Dec. 17 outing with
Bluffion. starters Katie Montague
"99 and Sue Roberts99 were al-
ready having extremely productive
seasons. Leading the team on and
off the floor. Montague was leading
the squad in scoring, averaging
nearly 1 X ppg. Roberts, on the other
hand, was dishing out numerous
assists while providing a dangerous
shot from beyond the three point
arc. firm (Icrtz '00 was also lighting
up the hard w o d. registering an aver-
age of almost 10 ppg. The final start-
ing two. Heather Dales '98 and Katie
Hank K) were also delivering both on
and off the floor. Dales, an obvious
team leader, has added much needed
rebounding to the Scots lineup. Hank
in her first season, jumped out to a
great start, averaging 8.8 ppg.
Unfortunately, the winter break
did not begin in the fashion that the
Lady Scols would have liked. In
their only game before the winter
holiday, the Lady Scots fell to
Bluffton College at home bv a final
score of 8 1 -- 74. This loss dropped
the Lady Scots to 4-- 4 despite
Montague's 26 points. Gertz's six
assists, and Christy Judd's "00 eight
rebounds. Unfortunately, the winter
holiday did not give the Lady Scots
the rest they needed to face tradi-
tionally lough squads from Mount
Union and Kenyon. Both schools
topped the Lady Scots at Tim ken
Gymnasium; the Purple Raiders
defeating them on Dec. 30 and the
pbcHo by Eric Bakkcn
Erin Gertz '00 eyes the net Tor a shot in Wednesday's game against
the Allegheny Gators. The Lady Scots have won three straigh- t-
Swimmers drown Charleston College
Individual swimmers look to clinch NCAA championship bids
LUKE LINDBERG
After a winter break training trip
to Florida, the Scot and Lady Scot
Swimming and Diving Teams re-
turned to action last Friday. Both
the Scot and Lady Scot swimmers
disposed of Charleston College, the
men registering a 84-2- 5 victory and
afterfour game losing streak by winning
the women nailing down a 85-3- 9
win. The convincing triumphs gave
both the Scot and Lady Scot swim-
mers perfect 4--0 dual meet records.
The teams will take these records
into this week's action, which will
begin this weekend, as Wooster will
play host to Baldwin Wallace on
Friday. Saturday, the swimmers and
divers will travel to Cleveland to
face off with a tough Case Reserve
squad.
Although there is still over a
month left in the Scot and Lady Scot
regular season action, the swimmers
have already managed to register
some impressive times. Five Lady
Scot swimmers have already quali
three in a row
Lady Lords beating them on Jan. 3.
The final scores read 81-6- 3 and 74-4-6
respectively. These two losses
dropped the Lady Scots to 4-- 6.
After the Kenyon game, however,
the Lady Scots came back with a
vengeance! Hosting Denison on Jan.
8, Wooster trounced them by a final
score of 66-3-2. The game show-
cased a real team effort, as Montague
and Roberts led the team in scoring
with 1 2-po- int performances. On the
boards, Beth King '00 and Kate
Nederostek '00. along with Rob-
erts, all registered six boards. Rob-
erts also dished out four assists.
Jan. 1 1 featured the Lady Scots'
most exciting game so far this sea-
son. Wooster took their squad into
Cleveland to face the traditionally
tough Case Western Reserve team.
In an overtime game. Wooster pre-
vailed by a final tally of 74-6- 9. The
real story of this match-u- p included
solid defense and excellent shoot-
ing, especially by Roberts. Roberts
scored a career high 27 points and
helped the Scots to a big win that
evened their record at 6-- 6. On the
defensive end. Dales troubled the
Lady Spartans all day in the paint,
grabbing seven rebounds and pro-
viding a much needed presence in
the middle. Gertz alsodishcd out six
assists and grabbed seven rebounds.
On Wednesday night, the Lady
Scots registered their third confer-
ence win in a row, knocking off a
tough Allegheny squad in a hard
fought game. Roberts and Montague
were the catalysts as usual as the
Scots upped their NCAC record to
4-- 2. Building confidence and com-- i
ng together as a team, the Lady Scots
appear to be ready to take the rest of
the NCAC by storm. Good luck to the
Scots as they host Wittenberg on Jan.
1 8. Tip-o- ff is 3 p.m.
fied for the NCAA National Cham-
pionship in March. Sophomore
Stephanie MacMillan has qualified
in the 500 freestyle, the 100 yard
backstroke, and the 200 yard back- -
please see SWIMMERS
VIEFOR GLORY, page 1 1
Men's
basketball
hot streak
turns cold
Allegheny snaps
nine game
winning streak
54-5-3
JOE ALLEN
Despite the recent deep freeze,
the Fighting Scot basketball team
had been red hot since their trip to
sunny, warm California. Their hot
streak ended Wednesday night
against NCAC rival Allegheny Col-
lege. They currently stand atop the
NCAC with a 5-- 1 conference record
and they are 12-- 2 for the season.
The Scots began their winter break
with a California trip, their sights on
winning and enjoying a nice change
of surroundings. On Dec. 18, they
faced off against the University of
California at San Diego. Wooster
had to play without star center Greg
Morris 97 who was ill. This was
particularly bad since UCSD has a
potential All-Americ- an center.
Without one of their big men under
the hoop, Wooster opted for an aerial
attack from Ro Fernandez 97 and
Rich Hochstetler '99 who kept
Wooster in the game with their three-pointer- s.
Wooster used their out-
side guns to mix things up a bit.
allowing Ryan Gorman to have a
good night. Gorman and Brian
Watkins '00 both contributed 15
points. The team's offensive effort,
combined with tough defense gave
Wooster the 84-7- 5 win.
The' next stop on the California
trip was at Pomona-Pitze- r where
Wooster escaped with the buzzer-beatin-g
win. Wooster rallied from a
7-po- int deficit to tie the game at 62
with 30 seconds to go. On the in-
bound, the ball ended up in the sure
shooting hands of Fernandez who
sank the 15 foot jumper. Gorman
had another phenomenal game put-
ting in 21 points and getting II
please see SCOT'S GET BACK
ON WINNING TRACK, page 10
The upcoming week in Sports:
Men's Basketball Women's Basketball Swimming & Diving
. Indoor Track & Field
Saturday. 7:30-Wittenbe- rg (H) Saturday. 3:00-Wittenbe- rg (H) : ' Friday, 5:00-- Baldwin-Wallac- e : ' ; Friday, 6:00-OW- U (A) "
Wednesday, 7:30-- Kenyon (H) Wednesday, 7:30-- Kenyon (A) - . - Saturday. 1 :00-- CWRU (A) '
.
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